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EDITORIAL

This issue of Green Christian is about
an alternative way of life.

The articles, without aggression or
sense of superiority, set out ways of
living which are an alternative to a
culture which proclaims that there is
only one way of living which works.
That way is based on values which
make ever-continuing economic growth
the essential priority which brings with
it the inevitable consequences. It brings
a commitment to greed of the kind
which makes false promises of
happiness and security, violence
towards the vulnerable, oppression of
those who threaten to disrupt the
status quo and a wholesale depletion
and destruction of the planet.

Those who write the articles are not
special people but they are mostly
disciples of Jesus Christ. Their priority
is the care and fostering of the whole
created earth and they dare to suggest
alternative ways to grow food, and to
espouse an economy without growth. It
is the work of disciples to subvert what
is failing.

We are both disciples and citizens

But we are at the same time both
disciples and citizens. ‘We are
summoned by what we understand to
be the truth of God but at the same
time tax-paying beneficiaries of the
present culture’1. The authors in this
issue and those they represent surely
believe that ‘serious discipleship
informs citizenship’1, so in quiet or
daring ways, in conventional or in
imaginative ways to both talk and walk
in alternative ways of living. 

Give us today

The bold endeavours included in this
issue, from the small to the ambitious
are part of a habit of life which refuses
to believe that there is no other way.
Whether it is the protest of the activist,
the unacknowledged persistence of
individuals and groups or the bold
announcement of a new initiative, we
refuse to be intimidated by the tired,
worn out and failing culture of
consumerism disorder. 

In this way we follow in the footsteps of
the early Church. “The early Christians
who became known for their joyous
public life together, filled with the Holy
Spirit they refused the citizenship of
business as usual”.1 So there arises a
new initiative, Joy in Enough.

Joy in Enough

CEL announces its new initiative. Here
we seek to empower ordinary people to
understand that there are alternatives
for an economic strategy which
celebrate the flourishing of life free
from the obligation to consume.

The centre page pull-out introduces Joy
in Enough, the initiative and invites you
to Joy in Enough, the conference.

Give us today

Is it our lack of joy which tempts us to
collude with a way of life which is
destined to bring the destruction of the
planet, or is it that the dysfunctional
character of an economic system which
requires infinite growth in a finite planet
diminishes our power to find joy in

relationships and connections with the
whole of the created world?

When we pray ‘Give us today, our daily
bread’ we are subverting that system.
We are not praying for more than
enough, but enough. We are not
praying for enough for just us;
we are praying for enough so that there
is enough for all. There is joy in 
enough for today. As we break the
bread we share it. ‘Worship without
justice is a sham. We are disciples
formed by the central purpose of Jesus’
life – service to the poor, the hungry,
the oppressed’2. We have learned that
this includes the whole earth
community. ‘Jesus’ daily mission  to
serve the poor, the hungry, and the sick
was not burdensome, because he was
moved by a deep inner feeling and
compulsion’2. It was compassion.

That gift of compassion was given to
the early church. To pray, ‘Give us
today..’ is to pray for that gift, so that
the faith we talk about is not a form of
words or a good proposition, rather it is
‘a habit of life that simply(!) refuses the
totalizing claims of power’1. This
serious joyfulness. n

I acknowledge the assistance and
inspiration of a new book,
1. Truth Speaks to Power, by Walter 

Brueggemann, Westminster John
Knox Press, 2013 and an old book, 

2. Broken Bread and Broken Bodies by
Joseph Grassi, Orbis Books, 1985.

Chris Walton

The early Christians became known
for their joyous public life together,
filled with the Holy Spirit they refused
the citizenship of business as usual.

JJooyy  iinn  
eennoouugghh
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Rolling back the frontiers of the
market – but not of Balham Market

In the communal house that Tony lived
in, in the early 1980’s – in Tooting! –
his job was to do the fruit and veg

shopping.  After consulting with the
people whose names were on the
cooking rota – oh it was another
world – he would go to Balham market
. Then he would look at what was on
the market stalls, at what was in
season: the winter vegetables, the
summer salads, the strawberries in
June.  Because that was all he knew,
having been brought up in a gardening
family in the west of Ireland.

But when Laura was on the rota, that
did not work.  Laura believed in Choice.
She would decide on the day what felt
right to cook.  She had cookbooks with
recipes from around  the world (in that
pre-web era)…  And go out and buy
whatever ingredients she needed,
irrespective of where it was grown,
when, or how.  She was a great cook.
Laura was Modern.  She had Choice.

So the commercial market was taking
over from nature in menu decisions, in
decisions about what to cook. The next
stage in the commercialisation process
was also beginning to happen in the
1980’s (if not before) – if not in a
communal house in Tooting!  The
‘market’ started to offer us ready made
meals, ‘industrialised cooking’ as
Michael Pollan, an American journalist
and academic, described it in a lecture
at the LSE this year. And industrial
‘cooking’ leads to industrialised
farming, as the food firms dictate to
the farmers what varieties of crop,
grown to what standards, in what
volume and when it requires.
Industrialised farming is not sustainable.

Industrialised cooking is not healthy –
apart from particular ill-effects through
excesses of salt, sugars, various
chemicals, it just produces too much
food too cheaply too well-marketed, in
the ‘developed’ world. So we get the
obesity epidemic: too high a food
energy intake which combined with lack
of physical activity, increases the
likelihood of various diseases,
particularly heart disease, type 2
diabetes, certain types of cancer, and
osteoarthritis.  Michael Pollan1 makes
the point that if we want to eat healthily
and sustainably, many more of us need
to have the skills and the time to cook.
Really cook, not just open packets from
the freezer. 

Just Food
CEL members introduce January’s 
ecocell 2 workshop on Food

Beware of the corporate marketing
man taking over from the man on the
Balham market stall. 

Simultaneously in the 1980’s we had
another development – the dual income
household, the rise of consumer
society, the time pressures in the
home: giving further impetus to the rise
of industrial cooking. More industrial
cooking further re-enforces industrial
farming. 

Rosie Boycott, now a food
campaigner, was editor of the feminist
magazine Spare Rib in the early
eighties. She now very much regrets
the way they portrayed cooking in that
era, as a rather demeaning activity,
restricting women to the home. Pollan
argues strongly for the reduction in
working time all round so that all adults
have the time to develop their coking
skills, and commends Scandinavian
trade unions for their campaigns to
reduce working hours. 

We need to roll back the frontiers of the
corporate marketing man. But How?

Governmental Level, Political
Action

In recent decades the response to
concerns about food security, and the
large number of hungry people, has
been to concentrate on increasing food
production regardless of the cost to
people or the land and its creatures.
Small-scale farmers and rural
communities, such as Via Campesino,
have called for support to resist the
imposition of industrial agribusiness
and have claimed that their way of
producing food is better. The 2008
influential IAASTD report from the World
Bank and the UN’s Food and

‘Just Food’
An ecocell workshop on Food

Upper Vestry Hall, St George’s Church,
6 Little Russell Street,

London WC1A 2HR 
(near the British Museum)

Saturday 18 January, 2014
11am to 4.30pm

Keynote speaker: Prof Tim Lang
(President of Garden Organic and

Professor of food policy at City University)

This workshop is open to all-comers
interested in discussing food within
an environmental and faith-inspired

context. More information on 
www.greenchristian.org.uk

Cost: Free -- but donations on day
welcome. Booking is essential as
space is limited. Deadline for receiving
bookings is Saturday 11 January.

To book a place email or phone 
Tony Emerson 
T: 020 8769 4078
E: tony.emerson12@btopenworld.com
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Agricultural Organisation recognised the
importance of small-scale farming and
the high productivity that can be
achieved by small-holders and
especially women farmers.  Garden
Organic President Prof. Tim Lang, with
others on the now defunct UK
Sustainable Development Commission,
developed a wider understanding of the
complex nature of the food supply.
Rather than just focusing on agriculture
they proposed an aspiration for
‘genuinely sustainable food systems,
where the core goal is to feed everyone
sustainably, equitably and healthily;
which addresses needs for availability,
affordability and accessibility; which is
diverse, ecologically-sound and
resilient; and which builds the
capabilities and skills necessary for
future generations.’2

Community and local level,
Parochial Action

All GC readers will no doubt be aware
of the rise in locally grown food
initiatives in cities, towns and villages
across the country. This has taken
many forms, eg transforming back
(and front!) gardens from lawn to food
cultivation, allotments, garden shares,
community gardens and orchards,
community supported agriculture (CSA)
projects, farmers’ markets, food co-
operatives and food growing lessons in
schools.

An excellent overview of all of these
initiatives can be found in Local Food –
How to Make it Happen in your
Community (2009) by Tamzin Pinkerton
and Rob Hopkins (Transition Press).

In 2008 Incredible Edible Todmorden
was launched

3
. Started as an idea by

one resident, Pamela Warhurst and a
few friends, fruit and vegetables have
gradually appeared all over the town
in all sorts of unlikely public places –
outside the police station, in the bus
and railway stations, at the local
health centre and so on – so that
people began to see food, often for
the first time, in its natural state
rather than wrapped up in cellophane
on a supermarket shelf. And a knock-
on effect has been the rise in job
opportunities in local food growing
and the success of local food
businesses.

Churches in Todmorden have also got
involved, opening up churchyards to
community gardening and thus giving
what might be sacred spaces over to
God’s creation.

What a wonderful way for Churches to
bring communities together!

And Churches can also lead the way
in adopting CEL’S LOAF (Local, Organic,
Animal-Friendly and Fairtrade) initiative,
not only for large celebratory events,
but whenever refreshments are served
after each Sunday service and in home
groups.

Personal Household Level Action

For ideas on what practical actions we
can take please read the section
ecocell 2 Food Module, commencing
‘A strategy for action’ (p3)
http://www.greenchristian.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/ec2/FoodModule.pdf
Also the annual food emission chart on
the ecocell 2 footprint measurement
spreadsheet can be used as a
barometer of effective to personal
action:
http://www.greenchristian.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/ec2/ecocellFootprintC
alculatorBlankJan2013NoMoney.xls
food chart 2.

Listening to the land

The Bible portrays God as a gardener
who creates human creatures from the
soil, Adam of adamah. In this oldest
creation story people, as God’s food
gardeners, observe, serve, guard, and
preserve God’s garden earth (Gen.
2.15). We serve God when we listen
and respond to the needs of the land.
Jesus lived in an agrarian culture,
familiar with soil, livestock, fields, food
trees, micro-organisms and aquifers. At
the land’s centre is God, Creator and
nurturer of people, birds, and lilies of
the field.  If people live in harmony,
listening to the needs of their local
biosphere, God bestows abundant
fertility (Ps. 104.14-16; 27-30). If
people rebel serving other gods, God
witholds rain and fertility (Ezek. 36.25-
32). Jesus’ familiarity with this agrarian

culture, with the land and all its
creatures, with soil and seasons, rain
and drought is manifest in his
imaginative parables and metaphors. If
people live sustainably within their local
soil community, trusting God as do the
ravens and lilies of the field, God
rewards their trust as he does his birds
and lilies (Lk. 12.24-27). Jesus
appreciated even shade, which was
precious in burning Galilee. His soil
wisdom and compassion is especially
memorable in the parable of the tiny
mustard seed which when sown grows
into a large plant providing shade for
the companionable birds (Mk. 4.39).
When we listen to the land and respond
to its need we flourish with our fellow
creatures. The bible people were
realistic. We now realise that when
people level mountains for coal to burn,
and frack earth strata for gas, climate
deteriorates, fertility and rains cease.
Yet whenever people listen to their local
fields and grow food in harmony with
fellow soil creatures they flourish with
abundant – and local – food. Jesus
compared the coming Kingdom to a
banquet where he would share food and
drink with his disciples (Lk. 22.14-20).n

References
1. Michael Pollan (2013) Cooked: A Natural History of

Transformation Penguin Books
2. Tim Lang, Food security and sustainability: the

perfect fit, Sustainable Development Commission,
London, 2009.

3. http://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk/home 

Please read the ecocell 2 Food
Module before the January workshop:

‘Agriculture accounts for somewhere
between 17% and 32% of human
induced greenhouse gases. Livestock
rearing in particular has been singled
out for its high carbon footprint….
Rob Hopkins of the transition town
movement says, “Conventional
farming since 1945, has evolved into
a system for turning oil into food, a
process it does with considerable
inefficiency” … Agriculture is also part
of the solution: According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) agriculture can help to
mitigate climate change, largely by
carbon sequestration in the soil.’

http://www.greenchristian.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/ec2/FoodModule.pdf

George Dow, Barbara and Ed Echlin,
Tony Emerson 
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InTransit
Sharing a transition process in thinking, believing and practice

Climate Change, the Natural World and God
Simon Ross shares his journey

On 9 May this year global CO2

briefly passed 400ppm. This was
the first time it had done so in at

least 800,000 years. It was a source
of deep sadness for me and I felt it
should be a cause for humanity to at
least reflect, if not to mourn. Outside
the environmental network I haven’t
heard a squeak to mark the event.
Eight hundred thousand years ago we
didn’t exist and our entire history has
taken place in the relatively benign
environment we currently enjoy. Of
course we face other inter-related
human-induced pressures – loss of
biodiversity and landscape, resource
depletion, economic uncertainty,
spiritual deadness – all of which make
responding positively to climate change
harder. 

The cultural norm is to ignore these
threats, discredit climate change and to
seek to return to business as usual.
Unfortunately I have lost faith in this
way of being, a journey sparked in
December 2006 by the Stern Report.
This was enough to undermine my
middle-class aspirational values that
assumed, without questioning, that my
purpose in life was to have stuff and
that my status would largely be tied to
how much stuff I could accumulate. I
still live in that world, but now in a state
of tension – on the one hand my own
CO2 emissions are still too high and yet
I am now drawn on into something
deeper. I have made changes though,
working for an energy charity at the
forefront of community engagement,
changing my transport patterns, setting
up a community group, halving energy
use. This work to cut carbon emissions
is crucial and at its best can do much
to build community. However, to date
the breakthrough we need hasn’t been
achieved and frankly still feels a long
way off. 

But there has been a bigger shift for
me – a metanoia – which has fuelled all
these practical outer changes and,
despite that continuing tension, invites
me on. The initial movement post-Stern
was to a place of fear and anger, but
beyond that opened a second incredible
change to deep hope and creativity. On
this occasion I was moved to tears and
left gasping for breath. This was
unsought and completely unexpected,
but opened a very different way of
being in the world. Can others be
inspired, helped or moved through a
similarly profound reorientation
process? What is the source of that
change? 

Post-Stern I was able to start reading
the Bible differently – not just as a
moral guide but as a source of power.
In there I find an incredible freshness
and depth which speaks across
thousands of years to my environmental
concerns – in Psalm 139 and Job 38
for example. And in the New Testament
a truth that will set you free. Free from
what I ask? From the enslavement of
climate change, comes the answer. In
the life and teaching of Jesus I find the
light of the world, the bread of life,
living water. In terms of the imagery
and hope around climate change,
nothing else comes close. And this is
despite a pretty lacklustre response in
most Churches.

But there is more than that. We have
been given two books, the natural world
and the Bible. I have also opened
myself to its beauty (again) and to a
sense of wonder, to its seasons and
diversity. Looking back through my life I
find it punctuated, from early childhood,
by encounters with grasshoppers and
clouds of blue butterflies. There is also
the unfolding evolutionary story which
continues today and stretches back to
the start of the universe. To think that

we are recycled hydrogen atoms and
exploded stars are ideas that I’m still
working on, but that knowledge is in the
Bible too, although in story, rather than
scientific language. To find God in both
the Bible and the natural world and as
an eternal life force that beats within
me I find very inspiring. Equipped with
this why would I not want to respond
positively to climate change? 

Do others get this? Is this radical
enough? I don’t know. The Quakers are
developing a spiritually inspired
corporate witness to become Low
Carbon Community. In our wider society
it’s not been tested in relation to
climate change, but in my heart it has
been tested and it works, and Jesus
was, after all a radical. When I have
come close to talking about this I am
met with comments such as ‘incredibly
inspiring and engaging speaker’ and,
when I asked if it was OK for me to talk
like this I was met with ‘it’s more than
OK’. 

So my question is, can God, this
source of power, be tapped into in a far
more significant way to address our
climate challenge? Can it be used to
fuel an inner shift and an outer
response to cut CO2? In the past this
power has changed lives and cultures.
Can it do so again? n

CEL member Simon Ross works for a
Midlands based energy charity, Marches
Energy Agency.  He also ran a
sustainability community group in
Shropshire where he lived for six years,
although this group is currently resting.
He is also a member of his local Anglican
Church.  He would really welcome any
ideas or feedback on this article to help
him understand how he may best journey.
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Finding the Still Point
Ross Ashley completes her series on Directions in the east

Traditionally autumn is a time to
facilitate community, celebration
and reflection on traditions and

lineage and the impact of the past for
good in our lives, a time for completing
tasks and evaluating how they have
gone. Autumn, the west, is associated
with water. I was recently presented
with a gratitude stone – one of those
pebbles found so often on our beaches
with a hole nearly all the way through,
but enough stone left to hold a drop or
two of water, which enables a moment
of stillness and gratitude each day. It
sits next to me at breakfast as I look
out over the garden.  

I have always wholeheartedly loved
the autumn time with, as my daughter
remarked today, the conkers, the
colours the crispness, the fruit, the
mists and the wind, gathering in and
rejoicing in the plenty we experience
with real gratitude. I found others who
saw it, with dread as the precursor to
winter, a little difficult to understand.
Well, I still love the autumn, but around
the edges, especially after the glorious
summer and the sudden drop in
temperature we have had this year, I
can see the curmudgeonly thoughts
gathering. 

Winter has become more difficult for
me over the years, particularly since I
moved to the countryside. In the city
the streetlights, shop fronts and the
constantly moving lights of the traffic
mitigate, to some extent, the

barrenness, the wet and especially the
mud and cold associated with
wintertime, but they are absent in large
doses here. There are elements of
winter I love: firelight, family and warm
rugs, wrapping up and drinking hot
chocolate. The length of the dark time
and the cold drags me down. Winter is,
of course, an opportunity to rest, be
refreshed, to reflect and draw on the
past, to pass on any wisdom gleaned,
and I do find that aspect extremely
valuable and enjoyable, but physically
and emotionally I struggle. Naturally
instead of cursing the darkness I light
candles, which helps, but only when I
am inside; venturing out is another
matter. Over the months my shoulders
hunch up, my face too I expect, and I
find the idea of summer sunshine and
ever being warm enough to wear
sleeveless tops impossible. Ringsfield
is of course wonderful always, full of
wildlife, birds feeding outside my office
window, and lovely people, but I’m
ashamed to say I sometimes wish I
were somewhere else. It is possible to
almost lose hope.

At the point when the deepening
darkness of the winter has us turning
inwards and at the very point when the
darkness and the light are of equal
duration, in the bleak midwinter as we
face the long haul, the equinox signals
the return of the sun as the balance
tips once more towards the light. Life
begins to return in the secret dark
places of the earth and instead of
hunching up and resenting the cold I
can have hope and believe that the sun
will return and that the spirit is dwelling
in the darkness. The spirit 

…dwells easily in the darkness of
earth’s soil…It has a certain familiarity
with roots and springs and the basic
elements of air and fire…The spirit
waits in readiness for the opportunity
to inject breath into the clay of human
existence.

The clay of the winter earth, the
emptiness and silence of the winter
trees are still filled with the indwelling
spirit waiting to inject breath into the
clay of human existence. In that lies
the hope of dawn and resurrection and
the air, breath, wind associated with
the East. We may not know when that
breath will come, but alongside the
candles I shall place a feather, perhaps
a peacock feather, because though the
peacock has lost his glorious tail it will
return, along with his voice, in the
Spring. Then when the going gets
tough I shall breathe deeply,
unhunching my shoulders and face,
noticing the vulnerability of the still
point between exhaling and inhaling,
but I can rest in the knowledge that the
spirit is brooding still and her warm
breath will once more brush my
cheek. n

Dr Ross Ashley is the Centre Director of
Ringsfield EcoCentre where this year’s
CEL Retreat was held.
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British Farming in Deep Crisis
David Penney sees both judgement and opportunity

Crippling costs, bad weather and
disease have hit our countryside
hard. This has left the future of

British food in jeopardy and farmers
fighting for survival. British farming is
in the midst of a very deep and
ongoing crisis. 

The main challenge farmers are
facing is what is euphemistically called
‘the Great British Weather’. For twelve
months it has been a foe not a friend.
After a drought in the first months in
2012, it went on to become England's
wettest year on record, and the second
wettest in the UK. Early summer was
very wet and windy. Mid and late
summer was sunless, resulting in the
winter feed of silage being less in
volume and up to 40% lower in
nutritional sugar value. 

The rains came again for the heart of
the growing season. Crops rotted in
the ground and could not be harvested.
The British wheat harvest was down in
capacity by 15% and what was saved
dropped in quality from 90% in 2011 to
10% in 2012. Some farmers and
millers have had to import expensive
grain with the resulting increase in the
price of bread.

The weather has affected the entire
country. Some farmers have also had
the double blow of bovine TB and
Schmallenberg diseases in sheep with
falling lamb prices. In March 2013,
sheep and lambs faced death in the
deep snow drifts and severe cold
weather, which persisted into April.
Growth is a month behind the normal
pattern. Seasons have gone awry.

Retailers are not prepared to pay a
fair price for such basic commodities
as milk. It is being produced at a loss.
It is no wonder that more and more
dairy farmers are forced out of
business or having to diversify if they
have not gone bankrupt in the
meantime.

There are also pressures on prices in
both home and imported markets in
feed and fuel. The droughts in Asia and
the USA have decimated grain crops
while the price of oil has continued to
rise. In terms of natural resources, we
are experiencing a global and not just
a national crisis with shortages and
escalating costs. 

We, as consumers, are not paying
the full and just price for food and
drink. We do not value food and drink,
including water, as we should – with so
much wasted or thrown away. There is
a limit to natural resources and
economic growth. If we do not change
our lifestyles, we will be faced with the
destructive and divisive forces of
resource wars and mass migration.

We must also accept that we have
brought this ecological crisis on
ourselves by our greed and ‘thrashing’
of the planet. Intensive exploitation of
the land for oil and gas as well as
intensive farming methods (eg use of
pesticides and herbicides; ripping out
hedgerows and soil erosion) are
destroying the ‘goose that lays the
golden egg’. We are not nurturing
nature or sustaining the habitats and
species which are essential for life and
natural growth. 

David Penney is a member of CEL
(formerly chair of the magazine
committee), the Green Party, CND and
Greenpeace. He is retired from the
Ministry as a CofE Priest and lives in
Colne, Lancashire. David is an active
environmental campaigner promoting
green values locally and nationally. In his
early years, he worked in mixed dairy
farming while serving in the Lee Abbey
Community, North Devon.
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We still have not learnt from the
prophetic message of Rachel Carson in
her seminal book, Silent Spring,
published over fifty years ago in 1962.
Rachel exposed the destructive power
of poisons on nature. The book Silent
Spring also demonstrates conclusively
that the ecology or relation of plants
and animals (including us) is
inextricably linked to their environment
and to one another as well as the ‘food
chain’. The environment knows no
boundaries. What affects one affects
another and so on in the whole chain of
life. Take one simple but profound
example of the crucial connection
between species, habitat and
us – the decline of the bee
population. Bees are amazing
– not only do they fulfil a vital
role in our ecosystems, they
are also a vital force,
responsible for pollinating
almost 75% of the world's
food crops. Albert Einstein
once said, ‘If the bee disappears from
the surface of the earth, man would
have no more than four years to live.
No more bees, no more pollination …
no more men (humanity)!’

The interdependence of life on earth
is shown in the recent The State of
Nature Report (May 2013). Twenty-five
UK conservation and research
organisations have collaborated to
undertake a health check of nature in
the UK and its Overseas Territories. Its
key findings are:
• 60% of the 3,148 UK species

assessed have declined over the
last 50 years and 31% have
declined strongly.

• Half of the species assessed have
shown strong changes in their
numbers or range, indicating that
recent environmental changes are
having a dramatic impact on nature
in the UK. Species with specific
habitat requirements seem to be
faring worse than generalist
species.

• A new ‘Watchlist Indicator’,
developed to measure how
conservation priority species are
faring, shows that their overall
numbers have declined by 77% in
the last 40 years.

• Of more than 6,000 species that
have been assessed using modern
‘Red List’ criteria, more than one in
10 are thought to be under threat of
extinction in the UK.

• The threats to the UK’s wildlife are
many and varied, the most severe
acting either to destroy valuable
habitat or degrade the quality and
value of what remains.

• Climate change is having an

increasing impact on nature in the
UK. 

• We should act to save nature both
for its intrinsic value and for the
benefits it brings to us that are
essential to our well-being and
prosperity. 

Introducing the report, David
Attenborough says, ‘This important
document provides a stark warning: far
more species are declining than
increasing in the UK, including many of
our most treasured species.
Alarmingly, a large number of them are
threatened with extinction. The causes
are varied, but most are ultimately due

to the way we are using our land and
seas and their natural resources, often
with little regard for the wildlife with
which we share them. The impact on
plants and animals has been profound.’ 

However, it is the increasing threat of
irreversible climate change which is the
main challenge to nature and farming.
Of course, the crisis is a two-way
street. It is obvious what we do to the

earth is accelerating climate
change just as climate
change itself is dramatically
and adversely impacting on
nature and farming. Cause
and effect are caught in a
continuous cycle.

Human beings are
responsible for emitting the vast
majority of global warming gases,
which are accelerating climate change.
Unseasonal and unpredictable ‘dirty’
weather is now a fact of life with what
people are now calling the ‘new
normal’. Britain will continue to
experience extremes in climate
patterns with periods of cold, wet and
windy weather, while other parts of the
world will have periods of heat and
drought. 

This crisis is both a judgement and
opportunity for us to change our way
of life, or else we will have no future to
pass on to following generations. n

If we do not change our lifestyles, 
we will be faced with the destructive
and divisive forces of resource wars

and mass migration

David Penney  been actively involved in opposition to Fracking. As a part of
REAP, Ribble Estuary Against Fracking, he has addressed a Burnley UNITE
Union Branch meeting and later the larger Burnley May Rally in Townley Park
when he focussed on 10 Reasons to say No to Fracking. You will find a
theological critique concerning Fracking on p.20. See also p.12 and the full
article, FRACK OFF on the CEL website
http://www.greenchristian.org.uk/archives/6128 
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Permaculture and Christianity –
George Dow asks ‘How do they fit together?’

What is it?

The first thing one discovers is that
there are lots of definitions around.
There are some quite scientific-

sounding ones, eg:

‘….. a design system for creating
sustainable human environments…… on
one level, permaculture deals with
plants, animals, buildings and
infrastructures (water, energy,
communications). However,
permaculture is not about these

elements themselves, but rather about
the relationships we can create between
them by the way we place them in the
landscape’ 

1

‘….. a creative design response to a
world of declining energy and resource
availability….’ 2

And my favourite – and more concise
version - ‘…. a revolution disguised as
organic gardening’! 3

The term was first coined by two
Australians – Bill Mollinson and his
research student David Holmgren when
in 1978 they jointly published a book
called Permaculture One. 4

The word is a contraction of
PERMAnent agriCULTURE and has
developed since its original focus purely
on sustainable food growing methods to
now encompass all aspects of how we
as human beings can live harmoniously
in relation to the earth and its finite
resources. 

At its root permaculture is based on
three ‘ethics’ or core values – earth
care, people care and fair shares –
which should always be considered
whatever the situation – be it creating a
town planning system, planting a forest,
tending an allotment or caring for a
window box.

Building on the concept of ethics, a
set of universally-applicable ‘principles’
can be applied in designing sustainable
systems, eg in the use of small and
slow solutions rather than rushing to fix
things quickly or simply replacing the
old one with a new version (society’s
usual kneejerk response). Instead,
preferring to work with nature rather
than managing and ‘fixing’ it. 

So basically it’s a way of designing
where and how we live to be more in
tune with ecological principles – whether

that be in acres of countryside or a city
centre flat. 

And it was from his teaching of a
permaculture design course that Rob
Hopkins first came up with the
Transition Towns concept which is now
such a global phenomenon. Hopkins
sees it as an essential part of the
‘transition toolkit’ – as ‘… a design ‘glue’
to stick together all the elements of a
sustainable and resilient culture. The
elements such a culture will depend on
include local food production, energy
generation, water management,
meaningful employment, and so on.
Permaculture helps assemble those
things in the best way possible.’ 5

Permaculture projects are now in
place in many countries and have been
particularly appropriate where there is a
lack of basic, healthy natural resources,
eg where rainfall is inconsistent or
where soil quality is poor. In the case of
Malawi a growing permaculture network
offers training and support, encouraging
the use of local seed saving and
traditional, self-reliant polycultures to
replace the impact of chemical and
mechanical agriculture systems
imported from the industrialised west in
an effort to achieve greater grain yields. 

In the interests of balance, it should
be said that not everyone is sold on the
idea. 

Peter Harper, Head of Research and
Innovation at the Centre for Alternative
Technology and a past design course
member, considers the word itself ‘too
vague…and leads to misunderstandings’
and that the movement has not done
itself any favours by ignoring scientific
testing and measurement techniques in
food growing, and, when being applied
to non-land based projects, coming up
with ‘another whole set of shifting, fuzzy
meanings’. 6

‘Hi Graeme. How was India…and
Australia? What’s happening? Any
plans?’

‘Hi Dad. Yeah – great adventures. And
next month I’m off to a Permaculture
Design Course at Ragmans Farm.’

OK – I’m paraphrasing the
conversation a little – it was 8 years
ago, but such was my first hearing of
the word ‘permaculture’.

And a few years later – after
attending an introductory weekend – I
found myself on a two week
residential design course….. and
things have never been quite the
same since.

So what is permaculture and what
relevance might it have for us today
as followers of Christ?
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So I guess for some people the jury is
still out.

So what’s all this got to do with
Christianity?

The three permaculture principles,
while certainly not exclusively Christian
concepts, fit well with many Old and
New Testament teachings.

GC readers will I am sure be well-
acquainted with all the Biblical passages
which specifically refer to creation care
– so I won’t repeat them all here – it
would take an entire issue! So let’s just
take two examples.

‘And God said, this is the sign of the
covenant I am making between me and
you and every living creature with you, a
covenant for all generations to come. I
have sent my rainbow in the clouds and
it will be the sign of the covenant
between me and the earth’ (Genesis
9:12-13 – NIV).

Not between God and mankind – but
God and the earth. Creation is bound to
the invisible God and to itself in a web
of inter-relationship. Sever one part and
every other part is affected. Sever
enough parts and the whole web falls
apart.

And this concept of interconnected-
ness is again highlighted in the New
Testament:

‘For by him all things were created:
things in heaven and on earth, visible
and invisible….and in him all things hold
together…... ‘ (Col. 2. 16-17 – NIV).

Thomas Berry argues that every
aspect of God’s creation is part of an
interconnected earth community – all
dependent on each other for our
survival. And this was God’s intention
when he created his covenant. That we
should be an earth community. 

It is this concept of
interconnectedness which is so central
to permaculture – with its emphasis on:

- systems, inputs, outputs and
elements,

- the significance of edges between
areas, which can be particularly
fertile, 

- designing solutions based on natural
patterns, eg herb spirals, 

- building layers of edible plants (forest
gardens) based on the structure of
young natural woodland,

- integrating rather than segregating,
applying natural ecological
relationships between plants and
wildlife.

So….we all know WHAT we should be
doing and WHY we should be doing it.
But would it not be helpful to learn of
new and more sustainable and
integrated approaches to HOW we
might be doing it?

And this is where permaculture comes
in – at least for me.

Yes…. I can refuse, reduce, re-use
and recycle, install water butts, use
energy-saving light bulbs, install solar
panels, tend an allotment and attempt
to grow a wildflower meadow – all these
are admirable. And of course I will keep
doing them.

And….. I can also study my Bible,
read the poetry of Wendell Berry, be
amazed by the craftsmanship of Ben
Law and wonder at the inspiring ideas of
Charles Eisenstein.

But….. I need help – in my poor
appreciation of the science of ecology –
to understand how the myriad elements
of plants and soil and insects and land
shapes which help create and maintain
food for us and the rest of God’s
creatures relate to and impact and
complement each other. To deepen my
awareness of what this ‘interconnected-
ness’ really means in a practical sense.
Not just as an academic, theoretical
concept, but one which I can actually
apply each day. And in so doing I am
beginning to have a better appreciation
of the miracle of what God has so
wonderfully brought into being.

While some may consider it as a kind
of post-hippy indulgence, permaculture
has helped me learn from nature – how,
to paraphrase a few more ‘principles’
from Holmgren – to take my time in
trying to reach a solution, to obtain
maximum yield from minimum input, to
apply self-regulation and accept
feedback gracefully and to creatively
use and respond to changes in my life. 

And finally….

If you’d like to find out more, then the
references at the end of this article
give a good grounding. But you might
like to start by just googling ‘YouTube
permaculture’ where you will find
some great short films and talks on
the topic.

You may be wondering what
happened to Graeme who I mentioned
at the start. He is now looking to
lease some land in Wales to set up a
community in a self-build house
running an ecologically-based
business involving willow planting. And
me – still in suburbia, tending my
allotment.

It’s all permaculture, wherever we
may be!

References
1. Introduction to Permaculture - Bill Mollinson & Reny

Mia Slay (Tagari Publications, 1991)
2 Permaculture – Principles & Pathways beyond

Sustainability - David Holmgren (Permanent
Publications, 2011)

3 Permaculture – A Beginner’s Guide – Graham
Burnett (Spiralseed, 2008)

4 Permaculture One – Bill Mollinson & David
Holmgren (Tagari Publications, 1979)

5 The Transition Companion – Rob Hopkins (Green
Books, 2011)

6. Permaculture: The Big Rock Candy Mountain –
Peter Harper (The Land magazine, No 14, Summer
2013)

So rather than clashing with my
Christian faith, I find that permaculture
fits it rather well, challenges
preconceptions and provides practical
ideas on how to apply the care of ‘soul,
soil and society’. 

Yes, the word is vague and is open to
many interpretations and – yes again –
it perhaps needs to carry out more
robust scientific testing and
measurement methods before it is taken
seriously on a grand scale, but that
should not deter us from recognising its
insights and effectiveness in applying an
integrated approach to local and
international projects, particularly in
local and sustainable food production. 

And for us in CEL, we may also find
that an awareness and application of
some key aspects of permaculture
complements our ecocell programme
perfectly in its focus on leading a more
resilient lifestyle in the home, parish and
community. n
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To frack or not to frack
Ruth Jarman explains why she went to Balcombe

Some people go to the Med for
their summer holidays. Last
August, I went to Balcombe, West

Sussex, with a group of CEL members
and friends and we camped in a field
for just under a week. We were there
as part of the Reclaim the Power
camp, to protest at the drilling for oil
and gas in the UK countryside.  

People were saying that there was a
lot of misinformation about fracking, so
I read a bit around the subject – trying
to keep to scientific reports rather than
newspaper articles and press releases
from the Treasury – to make sure I
knew why I was spending so long away
from my family. Fracking, or hydraulic
fracturing, is where gas trapped in
shale is released by the use of
explosives and high pressure chemical-
containing water deep underground.
Each well uses millions of gallons of
fresh water and then has to purify or
dump the seriously contaminated water
that results. I had dismissed the
reports of earth tremors until I met
people who had experienced them. It
then frightened me that our society
would go to such lengths to get its
next carbon fix – even to the point of
creating instability in the earth’s crust.
More evidence of our addiction is seen
in the irrational tax breaks and reduced

planning restrictions given to fracking
sites but not to renewables – although
after looking at the web of fossil fuel
interests in government this does not
look quite so irrational. 

For me, even if all these problems
were nothing more than media-hyped
scaremongering, I would still oppose
fracking on the simple and indisputable
grounds that it is mining a fossil fuel,
which, until there is a global cap on the
mining of carbon, will be burnt in
addition to current stocks of oil and
coal. With enough known reserves of
fossil fuels to wreck our planet
between three and five times over, it
seems to me not only suicidal
madness to frack for more, but morally
questionable – for those, like myself,
who have been persuaded by the
science and have the time on our
hands – not to take a stand against
fracking for more. 

Climate change is not just a matter
of droughts and storms in far-off
places, far-off in the future, though if it
were, we should still care enough to
act against it. The latest science
suggests that whole ecosystems and
civilisation itself may be on the line.
The things I love – my own children,
bush babies, Beethoven quartets – are

all at risk. If we do not actively resist
that which threatens what we love, how
can we say we love them? And where
better to actively resist climate change
than at the front line of new
development, at the first fracking site
in the South East? 

The camp was wonderful. All were
welcomed and included (even a middle-
class, middle-aged Christian), decision-
making was beautifully non-hierarchical,
the lights and sound systems were
solar-powered with the only non-
renewable energy being bottled gas for
cooking. Toilets were (amazingly un-
smelly) water-free straw bales and
buckets, always with toilet paper and
soap and running water, and the camp
was serious about leaving the site as
we found it – the recycling was
faultless and litter non-existent. We
Christians met in a tent to pray most
evenings and shared communion on
the Sunday morning. In so many ways
it provided a glimpse of heaven. 

Over the weekend there was a
several thousand-strong march as well
as various other activities to protest
against the drilling company, Cuadrilla,
and the Government’s support for it.
Dozens of people, including the Green
MP Caroline Lucas, were arrested for
non-violently protesting against this
foolish technology. I am indebted to the
organisers, nodashforgas, for making it
so easy for an ordinary middle-
Englander to participate, not only in the
protest against what is wrong, but also
in the modelling of how, in so many
ways, we could be living. n

CEL Steering Committee member and
Operation Noah Trustee Ruth is a
mother of three, and an ardent
activist against the causes of Climate
Change. Ruth was arrested too, at
Balcombe. She was given an
unconditional bail on September 4th.
For more about Fracking, see page
20.

There she is



A NEW CEL INITIATIVE

Joy in
enough

Celebrating the flourishing of life 
free from the obligation to consume

Ever felt frustrated by the constant talk of
economic growth in the mainstream news
media? Ever wondered how we can have
everlasting growth on a finite planet? Ever
wished there was an alternative way to
organise our economy that respected the
restraints of finite resources and human
and planetary well-being?

Well, surprise, surprise, some people are
thinking and planning an alternative
economic strategy – and they’re not
loonies, but respected economists. It’s just
that you never hear them on the Today
programme or read their thinking in the
mainstream newspapers. Join with CEL as
we seek to empower ordinary people to
understand the alternatives and take the
economics back into their own hands, and
build a role which the Churches can play in
the transition.



CEL’s new Initiative ‘Joy in Enough’ 

Our current economic system is busting
the limits of creation.  Like a cancer it
is putting all of life at risk.  It’s stopped
making people any happier.  To turn
around a well-known phrase – 
it’s a stupid economy!  

Within Christian Ecology Link we’re
learning from people like Tim Jackson
(Economics Commissioner on the
Sustainable Development Commission
before it was disbanded in 2010 and
author of Prosperity without Growth),
Dan O’Neill (lecturer in ecological
economics at the University of Leeds
and co-author with Rob Dietz of Enough
is Enough), and the work of the New
Economics Foundation – among many
others.

Now we want to equip Christians to
become advocates of a new order –
prosperity without growth. A steady
state economy, in scale with creation,
will not only restore ecosystems but
repair humanity and honour the reign
of God. Far from being ‘worse off’ we
will discover the ‘joy in enough’, and
lay to rest the myth that
environmentalists are grim obsessives
who can only say ‘no’.

It is one of the most ambitious and
innovative projects that CEL has ever
undertaken, and will be a focus of our
activity for the next two years at least.

Our journey begins with an inaugural
conference to which you are invited on
Saturday 29 March 2014 in Birmingham
(see the advert on the back page).  We
are excited that Dan O’Neill, one of the
UK’s most articulate and accessible
advocates for this ‘new economics’,
has agreed to be our keynote speaker.
Dan introduces the economic case for
transformation in his article, see over
the page.  One of the aims of the
conference is to develop the theological
mandate for Christians to take action
for the kind of programme Dan sets
out.  For a full statement of the aims of
the project and next year’s conference,
see the box on page 16.

We’re calling the initiative ‘Joy in
Enough’ to celebrate the flourishing and
well-being that comes from living lives
freed from the pressure to consume.
The old economy of air miles, bottled
water and casino capitalism will be very
much constrained, but the quality of our

lives will be enhanced – more time and
opportunity for the things that matter,
like creativity, culture and sport and
friendship.

We’ve set up five working groups to
look at different strategies to make the
difficult transition to a steady state
economy that promotes well-being for
all long into the future. There’s no silver
bullet, no one solution. Instead there
are a number of different strategies that
are feasible to implement and which,
together, would help turn round the
giant oil tanker of ‘growth forever’
economic thinking. We’re looking for
more people to join these working
groups – to discuss by email and phone
and come together for the conference
on 29 March 2014. Get in touch with
Tony Emerson if you want to join a
working group or find out more about
our ‘Joy in Enough’ project.
Tel 020 8769 4078 or email
tony.emerson12@btopenworld.com
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The five working group themes are:
1. The big transnational questions of

limiting resource use and waste
production and cutting emissions.

2. Reform of the financial sector;
changing national economic goals
and how we measure progress;
investment in ‘low-carbon economic
activities that employ people in
ways that contribute meaningfully to
human flourishing’ (Jackson. P.
123).

3. Tackling inequality in our society
and promoting work-time reductions
and work sharing to challenge the
myth that we can only solve
unemployment through growth.

4. Promoting conditions that can make
more possible close family and
community relationships,
challenging consumerism.

5. The imperatives in scripture and
theology for this new kind of
economics, and their implications
for the Churches’ mission.

As Tim Jackson has shown we can
have prosperity without growth. Another
world is possible – a world of visions of
society, at different levels in different
places, where people are less stressed,
more sociable, more fulfilled, more
peaceful than most of us are now,
where unemployment, extreme poverty
and inequality are less – and without
destroying global life support systems.
We are not putting ‘nature’ before
‘people’ as we are sometimes accused
of in the Churches. We are putting ‘love
thy neighbour’ into practice, relevant to
the 21st century. We’re not talking
utopia -- neighbours will still quarrel, all
life’s challenges will still be there.  But
with current technology and know-how
we can sustainably create a much
better world than we have now. 

Join us on this road to a new
economy. Help us equip the Churches
to proclaim another world is possible. n
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The overall aims of
Joy in Enough are to:

1. articulate the theological
imperatives for a post-growth
economy and mission/
evangelisation strategies for
transition

2. empower ordinary people, in
Churches and beyond, with
agency to recover economics,
politically and culturally, from the
economic elite

3. equip individuals and Churches of
mainstream UK Christian
denominations to create political
space in which sustainable
economies can be constructed.

Our aims for the first year of the
project and particularly for the
conference on 29 March are to:

1. establish theological imperatives
for a post-growth economy

2. identify political/economic
alternatives to growth economics

3. identify key aspects of
economic, political and cultural
transition

4. confirm the aims for the project
(quoted above, amended if
necessary)

5. produce a Christian manifesto as
a basis for further work

6. commit to a process for further
development of theology,
mission and advocacy.

n
nough

new economics

EnoughEnough



The Madness of More and the
Wisdom of Enough
Dan O’Neill
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It’s no secret that the dominant
economic philosophy of modernity is
more – more goods and more

production, more money and more
consumption. Employees try to earn
more income, business managers try to
report more revenue on the balance
sheet, and politicians try to ensure that
the economy grows by churning out
more goods and services. On the
surface, more seems like a good idea.
But if you dig beneath the surface, you
begin to uncover its fatal flaws.

Although the UK economy has more
than tripled in size since 1950, surveys
indicate that people have not become
any happier. Inequality has risen sharply
in recent years, and jobs are far from
secure. At the same time, increased
economic activity has led to greater
resource use, dangerous levels of CO2

in the atmosphere, and declining
biodiversity. The evidence suggests that
economic growth has become
uneconomic – it is now costing us more
than it’s worth.

In our new book, Enough Is Enough:
Building a Sustainable Economy in a
World of Finite Resources, Rob Dietz
and I argue that it’s time to abandon the
madness of ‘more’ and consider a new
strategy – an economy of ‘enough’.
Suppose that instead of chasing after
more stuff, more jobs, more

consumption, and more income, we
aimed for enough stuff, enough jobs,
enough consumption and enough
income.

The economic blueprint that we
describe is based on the contributions
of over 250 economists, scientists,
NGO members, business leaders,
politicians, and members of the general
public. Some call this blueprint the ‘new
economics’, some call it ‘degrowth’, and
some call it a ‘steady-state economy’.
No matter what you call it, the key idea
is to develop economic policies that
improve quality of life without expanding
consumption. These policies include
methods to reduce resource use, limit
inequality, fix the financial system,
create meaningful jobs, reorganise
business, and change the way we
measure progress. I don’t have space to
describe all of these reforms here, but
let me touch on two: limits on inequality
and new measures of progress.

Some amount of inequality is probably
helpful. It directs people to the sectors
of the economy where they are needed
and rewards people for their
contribution to society. However, as
detailed studies show, a large gap
between the rich and the poor results in
a variety of health and social problems
across society, including increased
crime, more mental illness, and
decreased trust. Greater inequality also
leads to higher levels of resource use,
with accompanying environmental
impacts.

There are several strategies we could
use to reduce inequality. One of the
simplest would be to introduce a
minimum and maximum income. A
recent survey found that 74% of Britons
support the idea of a minimum income
for all people. A maximum income
might be a bit more controversial, but
surely less controversial than top CEOs
earning 262 times what their lowest

paid employees earn. Should anyone
really make more money than the prime
minister?

Britain has become a less equal
society over the past forty years in part
because we don’t factor equality into
our measures of progress. Our main
economic indicator, the GDP, is a good
measure of economic activity – of
money changing hands – but a poor
measure of well-being. It lumps together
desirable expenditures (food,
entertainment and investment in
education) with expenditures that we’d
really rather avoid (war, pollution and
family breakdown). In the language of
economics, GDP does not distinguish
between costs and benefits, but counts
all economic activity as ‘progress’.

Instead of GDP, we need indicators
that measure the things that really
matter to people, such as health,
happiness, equality and meaningful
employment. We also need indicators
that measure what matters to the
planet, such as material use and CO2

emissions. In fact, we already have
these indicators – the problem is that
we largely ignore them, because we are
so fixated on GDP. If the goal of society
were to change from increasing GDP to
improving human well-being and
preventing long-term environmental
damage, then many proposals currently
seen as ‘impossible’ would suddenly
become possible.

The real impossibility is achieving
never-ending economic growth. We live
on a finite planet with limited resources
that we all must share. If we’re serious
about achieving a better life for the vast
majority of people in Britain then we
need a new approach – an economic
model that prioritises people and planet
over short-term profits. It’s time to
embrace the new economics and say
‘Enough Is Enough!’ n

Dan O’Neill is a lecturer in ecological
economics at the University of Leeds,
and the chief economist at the Center for
the Advancement of the Steady State
Economy (CASSE). He is co-author, with
Rob Dietz, of Enough Is Enough: Building
a Sustainable Economy in a World of
Finite Resources (Routledge, 2013).

For more information about the Joy in
Enough initiative contact Tony Emerson
E: tony.emerson12@btopenworld.com 
T: 020 8769 4078.
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Job and technology: a modern
allegory

In the county of Norfolk there lived a
man whose name was Job. He was
blameless and upright, feared God and
shunned evil. He farmed organically,
watched his carbon emissions carefully
and recycled the little he threw away.
He was the greatest man in East Anglia.

One evening when Job came in from
his fields he read an email from the
Environment Agency: ‘Due to budget
cuts we can no longer protect your
rich farmland from sea level rise: you’ll
have to abandon it to the sea.’
While he was still reading, a tweet from
the Electricity Board arrived: ‘As of
next summer we will be rationing
electricity: we cannot keep up with
increased demand for air-conditioning
in hot summers.’

And a phone call came from a friend in
the USA. ‘Your children were feasting at
their oldest brother’s house in Florida
when a climate-change-induced
hurricane swept in from the ocean. The
house collapsed on them and they are
dead.’

At this, Job sat down in despair. When
his three friends Eliphaz, Bildad and
Zophar heard of this, they came to him
to comfort him, and sat on the ground
with him for seven days and seven
nights.

After this Job cursed the day of his
birth. ‘Why did I have to be born at this
time, with billions over-exploiting the
earth, polluting and pillaging it and
leaving nothing for future generations
but a wrecked climate and few
resources left? All I have done to care
for God’s creation will come to naught:
human civilisation is doomed! What I
have feared has come upon me; I have
no rest, but only turmoil.’

Then the Lord spoke out of the storm 
Colin Bell pens a modern allegory: Job and technology

FEATURE

Then Eliphaz replied:

‘Look around you at the beautiful wind
turbines turning in the breeze; see the
solar panels glinting off roofs! You’re
despairing for no reason. God has
blessed the UK with some of the best
wind and tide sites in the world. We’re
already generating 10% of our
electricity from renewables and this is
increasing fast. The Desertec plan
includes a new grid connecting Europe
and North Africa so we can get
virtually unlimited solar power from the
Sahara. We’re not as advanced as we
could be, but with some political will
and investment we can have carbon-
neutral electricity by 2050. The cost is
dropping too, with new research and
engineering every year. Through this
God will deliver us from sitting in the
cold and dark, and you need not fear
energy shortages in your old age!’

Job said: 

‘What about climate change? What
about Peak Oil? Big business is
uninteresed. Investment in renewables
is being dwarfed by the search for new
oil, and exploitation of shale oil and
fracking. BP changed their name to
“Beyond Petroleum” but have ditched
most of their non-fossil-fuel business.
Everything’s greenwash, trying to
persuade the public they care, while
grabbing all the government subsidies
they can. They’re not interested in us
using less energy: they want to extract
everything on the planet and profit
from it.’

CEL member Colin Bell lives in Cambridge
and works for the Faraday Institute for
Science and Religion on faith and
sustainability issues. He is co-editor of the
book Living Lightly, Living Sustainably,
writes a blog  Sustainability in Crisis and
has a project involving talking to school
CUs and Church youth groups about how
their faith can inspire them to live more
sustainable adult lives.
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Bildad replied:

‘Don’t just focus on the energy
companies. Other sectors are doing
much better. Insurers have spotted the
risk of greater losses due to climate
change; banks see investment in fossil
fuels as increasingly risky;
manufacturers are moving to greater
efficiency and reuse to conserve
critical resources. And innovation and
technology is helping in all this. There’s
a financial bottom line, true, but
companies are making more progress
towards a sustainable future than
anyone else. If anything, it’s
government and public attitudes that
are holding them back; people need to
choose to buy the green products that
are being made.’

Job asked:

‘What about localism? Is small no
longer beautiful? Why do we have to
rely on big companies? What happened
to traditional craft, making things
nearby and not needing to transport
them over long distances? Should we
not be rebuilding our communities and
rebuilding trust in each other? The
world is an increasingly selfish place
with everyone looking out for their own
interests: this is why we have no
international agreements on climate
change, and big projects like Desertec
will remain a pipedream. It’s us we
need to change; only then will
technology be of use. And we have to
accept we cannot maintain the so-
called high living standards we’ve been
duped into wanting.’

Zophar replied:

‘But Job, we can’t just give up on the
global world! The internet has
revolutionised communication and you
use the web all the time for resources
on agriculture. And the Global South
needs us to help them. We exploited
them as colonial powers, have inflicted
our greenhouse gases on them.
Globalisation is helping millions out of
poverty, and sharing our technology
and ideas will help them adapt to
climate change. Abandoning them now
will crash their economies and doom
them to a helpless and hopeless future.
They have the right to at least some of
the medical and other advances we
have in the UK. It would be an injustice

to deny them those; surely, Job, you
can’t be suggesting that!’

Then a young man, Elihu, stood up. ‘I
know I am young and inexperienced,
and haven’t looked into these things as
much as any of you four. But while I
have been listening to you discuss, I
have been getting more and more
annoyed, and have been thinking you’re
just talking past each other. You’re
never going to convince each other, so
let me give you the benefit of my
wisdom.

‘Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar, you are
excited by possibilities for the future,
but you’re ignoring human nature.
We’ve had many of these ideas for
years, but haven’t put them into
practice very fast. How do we
persuade people to change, and
change faster?

‘But you, Job, need to stop feeling
sorry for yourself. If everyone lived like
you, we wouldn’t have an environmental
crisis, but few are willing to go back to
the pre-modern rural idyll you dream
of: that’s life. Don’t just rule out
technological advances because they
could be misused or may have side-
effects. Use your heart for the planet
to help work out how to use them for
good. You have been an example of
green living to many and had more
influence than you think – now is not
the time to give up!’

Then the LORD spoke to Job out of the
storm: ‘What gives you the right to
speak on behalf of my planet? You talk
as though you understand it intimately,
but it is I who made it, who tracks each
atom, knows every animal, bird and
plant. You take pride in your
ecologically-sound life, but remember
who sustains the world!’

Then to Eliphaz he said: ‘I am angry
with you and your two friends. You
seek to sort out the planet solely
through human ingenuity, but fail to
acknowledge that human behaviour has
to change too: Job has said rightly that

human greed and pride needs to be
replaced by a humble heart and
restraint in what we use.

‘I have given humanity everything it
needs – if you use my guidance. You
have plenty to provide you with
adequate energy, food and water, if
you apply your skills and creativity and
strive for more collaborative and caring
communities. Work out how to rebuild
societies into something much more
resembling my blueprint. Use
technology to help, but do not abuse it
or pursue it purely for its own sake. 
‘So now go and think about what you
have done, and how to act in the
future, and I will restore you according
to my promises.’

After Job and his friends considered
this and prayed, the LORD made them
prosperous again, but with a smaller
ecological footprint. The LORD blessed
the latter part of their lives more than
the first, helping them to be satisfied
with what they had, and to use
technology in a sustainable way. After
this, Job lived a hundred and forty
years; he saw his children and their
children to the fourth generation, and
the climate start to heal. n

Then the Lord spoke to Job out of the storm
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CEL NEWS

Energy Letter Campaign
This autumn and winter we invite you to
join our energy letter campaign. If you
visit an over-heated shop, office, café,
church or any public place we have
prepared a letter template for you to
send to them asking them to lessen the
environmental impact of their energy
use and suggesting ways they could do
that. For a copy of the letter template
please call Jo on 0845 459 8460 or
visit our website.

The ecocell programme
In October George Dow made a
presentation explaining CEL’s ecocell
programme to the Environmental Issues
Network of Churches Together in Britain
and Ireland. ecocell group members
continue to make efforts to live within a
sustainable carbon budget, especially in
relation to energy use, travel options
and the food we eat. Contact Tony
Emerson on 020 8769 4078 if you
want to know more about joining the
ecocell journey. In January 2014 we’re
holding an ecocell day on food issues in
London – see back cover for more
information. This day is open to all, not
just CEL members.

Greenbelt  
As much as the wonderful Greenbelt
can ever be disappointing, Greenbelt
2013 was disappointing.  The weather
was dry, the atmosphere fabulously
festive, the people beautiful, the
communion moving, but something was
missing.  There was not one talk on the
environment.  And we were the only
environmental group there. The lack of
other eco groups made our presence
more important and more appreciated
by festival-goers.  We picked up over
50 new subscribers to our members
and friends e-newsletter and 85 people
voted in our poll on economics,
answering the question, ‘Can the earth
cope with any more economic growth?’
71% said no, and 25% said yes, but
often with qualifications such as, ‘Only if
sustainable.’  This provides a strong
mandate for our Joy in Enough project
to help Churches get society talking
about alternatives to growth.

100 Churches Rainforest Fund
CEL aims to get 100 Churches to
raise at least £100 each for projects
which save endangered habitat of high
biodiversity importance and also help
the people who live within them. The
main projects we support are World
Land Trust, Cool Earth and A Rocha
Ghana/Forests. People have used the
CEL Rainforest poster (this is still
available from the Editor), which made
up the centre pages of the summer
2012 edition of Green Christian, to
raise awareness of this project. Settle
Churches Together raised £110 at
their Fair Trade Social in March. Settle
Methodists raised £65 at their
December 2012 coffee morning.
Judith Allinson has sold over £500
worth of photo-greetings cards at her
church and to many groups including
£50 worth of cards at the CEL 2013
Conference. Hartley Wintney raised
£55 in December 2012 with its
shared Christmas Card. Settle
Spinners (not strictly a Church, but

with many Church members) led by
Audrey Pemberton, has now raised
£200 over four years, by collecting
small change in a jam jar. In December
2013 Northallerton Zion URC is to raise
money with its Christmas card, and will

have a green Advent service leading
into this on 1st December.

Is there any way your church could
raise money to help save endangered
habitats?

The Cost of Harvest in Colchester
Recently, Stanway Evangelical Church,
situated in a suburb of Colchester in
Essex, celebrated its Harvest Festival.
Having rural roots (Stanway was a
village until the 1960s), you might have
expected a traditional treatment of
“harvest”.

And so it was – up to a point. There
were the usual harvest hymns, sung
well, and Bible readings and prayers.
But the service was in fact different.
Cre8 – a young people’s dance and
drama group from Cantus Firmus Trust,
a charity which encourages Churches to
use the creative arts in worship –
presented three pieces challenging the
congregation. The first piece
acknowledged God’s Wonderful World
and we watched cre8 dance and use
BSL to the song. Later two more
pieces said (in dance form) we have
damaged God’s world, and
misunderstood the word “stewardship”,
and the challenge was what to do about
it. The sermon made some links
between personal Christian faith,
creation and God, and the
contemporary worship songs helped
challenge us for a more just “place” in
God’s creation. Food for thought.

Howard R Gardner
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10 reasons why we should say
NO to fracking

A recent British Geological Survey
has shown that most of East
Lancashire including Pendle, where I
live, has potentially vast deposits of
both primary and secondary shale
gas deposits.
Our local MP was quick off the mark
to welcome this discovery when he
said: ‘This is good news and could
kick start economic recovery.
Fracking has an important role to
play in our future energy mix.’  In a
response to my concern over the
issuing of licences to drill for this
source of gas, he commented that
the Government will ‘ensure fracking
is safe and the local environment
protected.’
I am not convinced by his
reassurances because of the
evidence, mainly from the USA, of
the damaging impact of fracking.
Nor am I persuaded from a
theological and Christian ecological
perspective that it is right to proceed
with fracking. I think we should be
guided by the version of the Creation
Story in Genesis Chapter 2 rather
than that in Chapter 1, which seems
to suggest that human beings have
the right to dominate over the earth
and subdue it – do what they like
with it.
By contrast, the second version calls
for us to care for Creation: "Then the
LORD God took the man and put him
in the Garden of Eden to tend and
keep it". The word “tend” (Hebrew
'abad’) means "to work or serve," and
thus referring to the ground or a
garden, it can be defined as "to till or
cultivate." While the word “keep”
(Hebrew ‘shamar’) means "to exercise
great care over." In the context of
Genesis Chapter 2, verse 15, it
expresses God's wish that
humankind, in the person of Adam,
"take care of," "guard," or "watch
over", even preserve or conserve the
garden, the source of life. 

There are 10 main reasons why we
should say ‘no to fracking’. 

David Penney. See the full article on
the CEL website
www.greenchristian.org.uk/archives/
6128 

Fracking
Several CEL members joined the
‘protectors’ at Balcombe in West
Sussex where exploratory wells were
being drilled and two of them were
arrested. Other CEL members
contributed to the Church Times letters
page on the fractious issue. CEL
recognises that there are risks from
fracking of small earth tremors, the
usage of huge quantities of water,
chemical contamination of water
supplies and the leakage of gas into
the atmosphere. The risk of all of these
can, of course, be reduced with proper
regulation. But as with any new
technology, it’s pretty hard to say what
the level of risk will be. However, in
fracking's connections with climate
change, the risks are a lot clearer. The
emissions of a well-set up fracking rig
are about the same as imported gas,
and about half as much as coal. But
gas fracked in the UK will be burnt in
addition to the imported gas or coal
we didn’t buy, adding to climate
change. With five times more known
fossil fuel reserves than we need to
destroy the climate, any additional
attempts to bring fossil fuels to the
surface is dangerous folly.

The LOAF campaign

The paper placemat which can be
down loaded from the website has
been redesigned. Use this
opportunity to use it in all your LOAF
meals.
www.greenchristian.org.uk/
wp-content/uploads/loaf/
loafPlaceMat.pdf

New Members
Emma Anthony (Cambs)
Elizabeth Evans (France)
David Colquhon (East Sussex)
Siobhan Grimes (Cambs)
James Goodship (Renfrew)
Keith Hebden (Notts)
Ann Kelly (West Midlands)
Charles Mather (Cambs)
David McManus (West Midlands)
Anne Peacey (Derbyshire)
Roger Pollard (Somerset)
Rosemarie Powe (Worcester)
Ruth White (Worcester)
Chepstow Methodist Church
(Monmouth)

Please notify the CEL office if you
move or change your email or
telephone number – and ask for a
Membership Response Form to fill in if
you haven’t already sent one to us.

CEL Members may be interested
in these retreats
2014 Residential Retreats at
Ringsfield Hall

February 28th-March 2nd The
Way
The aim of this weekend is to
encourage practically-minded people
to come together to explore a way
of being as a Christian that is
focussed on the transformation of
society rather than doing church. It
will focus on the power of our
individual lives to evoke change as
we immerse ourselves in the society
around us. Rev Chris Sunderland:
Earth Abbey

April 4th-6th Love for the Future
Description: Exploring ways to
develop our spiritual lives in order to
grow in wonder, compassion, hope
and wisdom; tapping into the energy
of the Creator to work for the healing
of the creation. David Osborne is
an Anglican priest, a writer, and
a Member of the Iona
Community (see p. 24)

November 28th The Dream of
God
Winter warmer weekend with
reflection and meditation on the
Magnificat with poetry, art, craft and
cooking. Dr Ross Ashley and 
Rev Dr Chris Walton
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LOCAL GROUPS

‘What the cutting locust left, the
swarming locust has eaten. What the
swarming locust left, the hopping locust
has eaten, and what the hopping locust
has left, the destroying locust has eaten’
(Joel 1.4).

Remorseless, all-engrossing
acquisition, inexorable growth, whether
in the 8th century BC or in the 21st
century AD, whether the locusts which
Joel describes or the economic
structures we now know, the pace and
rate of decline are unremitting. The loss
of species and ecosystems mounts. As
recession recedes have we missed an
opportunity to re-invent, to institute and
usher in a different future with the
willingness to think freely embodied by
CEL and the 16 local groups?

Willingness embodied by groups like
St Ives, who are working through
ecocell 1, Milton Keyes, who attended
a day of reflection at the Well at Willen,
or Hereford who will host a talk on the
Green Deal as their contribution to the
county’s Energy Week. Groups like
Petersfield, whose leader responded to
East Hants Council’s recent planning
review, requesting that new-build houses
have considerable south facing roof
space and that solar panels be fitted
during construction. As a result the
council has introduced this for all
affordable housing. Some impact!

Throughout the book of Joel the moral
is clear: ‘Before them the land is like a
garden of Eden, behind them a desert
waste’ (2.3). No act is free of
consequences. In the world’s
contradictory priorities what we, or
many, regard as wealth and progress
actually wreak desolation. So many CEL
groups see positive celebrations of the
natural world as a way of inspiring a new
perspective.

The Clun group held another Green
Weekend in June on the theme of the
interdependence of species, with two
outings, one to a garden and the other
to a hay meadow. Bee-friendly plants like
aquilegia and foxgloves were also
distributed and proceeds from the
weekend were sent to the Farming
Community Network. Clun have now
earned their third Eco-congregation
award. Hereford CEL went to Moors

Meadow Gardens which has ferns and
grasses, wooded areas and a kitchen
garden. Clifton’s group hosted a
Diocese Open Churchyard event on 31
July, when Church members from across
the Diocese of St Albans came to hear
from local experts and to see this village
Church’s work to maintain their
churchyard’s flora and fauna, particularly
lichens and several wild flower species.

Two groups observed Environment
Sunday in June: Norwich with a Cosmic
Mass, and St Ives with café-style
worship on the theme of celebrating
creation in the local community. The
congregation brought photographs on
this theme, from flowers and plants to
allotments, and these were displayed
and used during prayers and worship.

A consistent theme which arose from
discussion with the CEL group leaders
was the need for the environmental
movement to work from a far more
positive perspective. Environmental
awareness will only enter the mainstream
more fully when we highlight the ways in
which limiting our ecological footprint will
actually enhance our lifestyles, rather
than the ‘hair-shirt’ emphasis on self-
punishing gloom and doom. In the book
of Joel, God calls Joel’s hearers to
lament, to mourn, to fast and ‘to rend
your hearts and not your clothing’ to
return to him ‘with all your heart’ (2.12-
13). Then blessings will flow.

Publicising the cause remains central
to all this. Clifton’s group leader, Shirley,
distributes Positive News, the newspaper
which marks 50 years of publication this
year. The Norwich DEO, Philip Young,
will be distributing CEL publications at a
clergy conference and a series of
workshops in the diocese.

Leighton Buzzard CEL again held an
eco-tent during the town carnival, with
stands for Friends of the Earth and the

local cycling group and others, together
with a children’s quiz and storytelling.
The Ottery St Mary’s group held
another environmental event in
cooperation with Sustainable Ottery,
which included talks and children’s
activities.

The desolation of a failed harvest in
Joel 1.16-18 contrasts with the joy
which follows repentance, when
‘threshing floors shall be full of grain’ and
all overflows. This is a picture of lasting
abundance. Hereford CEL celebrated a
harvest festival focused on St Francis
(as patron saint of ecology and
embodiment of a simpler lifestyle) at St
John’s Methodist Church. The St Ives
group had a LOAF bake-off competition
at their harvest supper, with a children’s
category and a LOAF quiz.

Another common thread which ran
through my calls with group leaders was
cooperation and work with other
organisations: Reading group members
contributed to the IF campaign; King’s
Lynn hosted some Transition gatherings
and publicised their programme of film
screenings; Milton Keynes hosted an
event with Earthing Faith, the Diocese of
Oxford’s environmental network.

Joel’s 3,000-year-old message is that
environmental and spiritual well-being are
interdependent. Part of the Cheltenham
group’s programme is a talk on ecology
through the Church’s long history.

‘In that day the mountains will drip new
wine, and the hills will flow with milk; all
the ravines of Judah will run with water’
(Joel 3.18). Here are pictures of
recovery, renewal and refreshment. This
renewal is in the wake of the locusts’
swarm demonstrated by the ‘ordinary’
day-to-day repentance and healing
exercised by the existence and activity
of the CEL groups. n

In the wake of the locusts’ swarm
Isobel Murdoch reviews  CEL’s local groups across the country
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What our readers have to say: Christian Responsibility for Creation

Dear Editor  

The Psalmist wrote, ‘The Earth is the
Lord’s and everything in it, the world,
and all who live in it’ (24.1). This is why
God’s instruction to Adam to till and
keep the Garden of Eden (Genesis
2.15) is a sacred calling. However,
humans have not been responsible
stewards of God’s creation. How then
should Christians live? Every day, we
make countless decisions that impact
the lives of non-human creatures.
Whatever God intended, as Christians,
we don’t see how the Bible can support
a notion that ‘dominion’ includes
oppression. Although abstinence from
animal products has never been the
ethical norm within Christianity, it is
invariably accepted as the better ethical
option, the one that more clearly
approximates to the original will of God
(Genesis 1.29). Christianity teaches that
God created a world filled with love and
peace, and fundamental Christian
values include preserving one’s own
health, feeding the hungry, preventing
cruelty and protecting the environment.
Abstinence from animal products
effectively promotes these values. So,
from a Christian perspective, the unity
of all things can only be fully
acknowledged by realising that God,
who is immanent in the life of
creatures, is the same God who is at
one with creation. Let us finish with the
words of St John Chrysostom: ‘we
ought to show kindness and gentleness
to animals for many reasons and chiefly
because they are the same origin as
ourselves’. 

The Christian Alliance of Love and
Fellowship (CALF)
BM 8889, London WC1N 3XX 

Dear Editor

I've tried my best to follow the
arguments about global warming and
our human responsibility. They are very
mind-challenging as are all academic
discussions. Theologians over the years
have loved to couch thoughts in very
technical language and discuss for
hours the merits of this and that.

I find myself asking a basic question,
namely, what is the impact for me on a

daily basis? Academic discussion is
great but where does it lead?

In this instance it leads me to ask
the question, what is my responsibility
regarding global warming/climate
change given that some argue that it
may or may not be happening and/or it
may not be caused by us?

As I look to the Bible (a good place
to start, I hear you say) I find Jesus
saying things like ‘do not lay up
treasure on earth’, and other writers in
the letters say we should find pleasure
in the Lord and he should be the source
of my happiness. All the teaching of
Jesus seems to point to living a simple
life, he himself having few possessions,
and nowhere to lay his head!

Does not being a Christian lead to a
low-impact lifestyle? A less destructive
impact on the planet (do I need 10
pairs of shoes, 10 suits, shirts, etc or
two big cars, or a car at all?). All these
things and more can come between us
and God and become objects of
worship. Many people are extolling the
virtues of de-cluttering. Many criteria
which are used to check the wellbeing
of the planet, ie species declining,
water pollution, chemical pollution, soil
degradation, all point to the harmful
effect we humans are having on the
planet.

So I set aside the question of
whether God will sort it all out in the
end, and claiming it’s not my
responsibility so I can go on living in my
own selfish way, using as I am told the
potential resources of three planets. I
come humbly before Jesus and ask the
question, what do you want me to do?

He wants me to follow him, to be like
him, not following my neighbours and
living like most other people. To walk
the road less travelled and find real
peace and happiness in following him
and being like Jesus.

Being part of a group like CEL helps
me. I realise I am not alone but join with
others who are pursuing similar goals
and feel united in our walk with the
Lord.

Tony Roper

Dear Editor

Fortunately, governments heed
scientific advice, so the cajoling of
climate change sceptics will not be
persuasive. The scientific facts will
get through, and rightly so.

People of many persuasions will
express views about the changing
weather patterns, and about the
scientific forecasts, which look
increasingly serious in their
implications for life – human and
other species. Personally, I don't find
theological thought particularly
helpful on what is fast becoming the
most threatening feature of civilised
life, and one of the biggest
challenges to ideas of economic and
social development.

I share Jonathon Porritt's view that
too many people, as ‘consumers’,
are indifferent to the phenomenon of
climate change. One has only to
listen to the generality of
conversations that either touch on
‘different weather from how it used
to be', or the endless discussions
about material choice and
purchases. That so many ordinary
folk don't understand the science, or
don't want to consider the future,
seems to be the case. These,
though, are social and psychological
matters that have little bearing on
the phenomena of climate change as
such, other than to make the job of
responsible organisations and
governments slightly more difficult.

Our best hope is that those of us
with enough scientific education, and
the capacity to present arguments,
do everything we can to encourage
greater understanding of the issues,
the problems, and the possible
solutions.

David M. Eagar BA, MSc., DipTP,
FRTPI (Retd), MLI (Retd), MILAM
(Retd)
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RESOURCES TO DISCOVER

Enough is Enough: Building
a sustainable economy in a
world of finite resources 
By Rob Dietz and Dan O’Neill
January 2013
Earthscan from Routledge
240 pages 
ISBN 978-0-415-82095-0
RRP £12.99

A paramount
fallacy of
today is the
repetitive
refrain of
‘economic
growth’ in a
finite planet.
The goal is
growth in
GDP, which
means
simply more production and
consumption of earth’s shrinking
resources. This semantic fallacy is
repeated without questioning by
politicians, industrialists and the
obsequious media, especially TV
news. Earth-ruinous projects such as
unnecessary road and housing, called
‘infrastructure’, and other ruinous

construction on dwindling biodiverse
habitats, are welcomed as growth in
consumption, money and ‘jobs’. So
ingrained is the infinite growth fallacy
that it has been difficult, even
impossible, for prophetic leaders and
thinkers to eliminate it with arguments
for ‘prosperity without growth’ and a
‘GDP’ that promotes human and earth
flourishing.

This interesting book by two young
economists convincingly challenges the
growth fallacy by proposing ‘enough’ as
the goal for a sustainable ‘economics’
or ‘home management’ as the word
implies. The book is readable, well-
illustrated and convincing, proposing a
‘steady state’ economy which takes
from the earth only what is enough,
sharing, like the cooperative movement
ideal, with all. The sustainable goal is
not ‘growth’ but ‘enough’ for flourishing
of people and planet. The authors
rightly insist that a sustainable economy
includes a sustainable population limited
by procreative restraint. GNP, the code
of business, media and political leaders,
means unlimited growth in production
and consumption oblivious of planetary
biological restraints.

Miriam Pepper
Book Reviews Editor
Christian Ecology Link
E: books@christian-ecology.org.uk
W: www.greenchristian.org.uk

Walking with Gosse:
Natural History,
Creation and
Religious Conflicts
By Roger S. Wotton
September 2012
Clio Publishing
215 pages
ISBN 978-0-9556-9839-2
RRP £11.95

Obviously we need more than an
understanding of its arguments for a
‘steady state’ economy. We need
prompt effective action or praxis. We
must implement Herman Daly’s three
rules which are recommended in this
fine book: 1) exploit renewable
resources no faster than they
regenerate; 2) deplete non-renewables
no faster than alternatives can be
developed; and 3) emit wastes no
faster than ecosystems can absorb
them.

I have one reluctant reservation
about this interesting book. The
authors omit the religious dimension.
Yet we can learn, for example, from
the Sermon on the Mount and the
Lord’s Prayer. In his own lifestyle the
itinerant Jesus lived and taught an
‘economy’ of ‘enough’, sharing with
others, and while living sustainably,
trusted in God our Father for ‘our daily
bread’. I recommend this very
readable book for those seeking a
sustainable alternative to the infinite
growth and development globalism of
the dominant contemporary
economics.

Dr Edward P. Echlin

New and recent book reviews on the Green
Christian website, www.greenchristian.org.uk:

The Power of
Silence: the riches that
lie within 
By Graham Turner
October 2012
Bloomsbury
254 pages hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4411-8223-4
RRP £16.99

Faith in the Public
Square
By Rowan Williams
September 2012
Bloomsbury Continuum
360 pages hardcover
ISBN-13: 978-1-4081-8758-6
RRP £20.00

Requiem for a
Species: Why we resist the
truth about climate change
By Clive Hamilton
April 2010
Earthscan
286 pages 
ISBN 978-1-8497-1081-7
RRP £14.99
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Love for the Future: 
A Journey
By David Osborne
June 2013
Wild Goose Publications
280 pages
ISBN: 978-1-8495-2263-2
RRP £13.50

Literary accounts of journeys have a
long history, and are as popular today
as ever. They often include personal,
social or spiritual reflections
associated with places on the journey.
And Christian examples of the genre
usually evoke the idea of pilgrimage. 
This book is really an account of
several journeys that are intertwined.
Firstly it is about the author’s walk
from his home in Shropshire to the
island of Iona in 1992. The places
through which he travels, and the
people he meets, prompt perceptive
comments on social, moral and
ecological issues.

A second strand is Osborne’s own life
‘journey’, which has ranged through
varied territory geographically,
spiritually and emotionally. In choosing
his route northwards he deliberately
included places of personal
importance to him – places that were
associated with significant events in
his life, both tragic and joyful. 

Osborne has drawn from a wide range
of spiritual traditions – mainly Christian
but not exclusively so – to form his
understanding of the spiritual
pilgrimage. He recognises that not
everyone can or should attempt long
journeys on foot. Short walks, crafts
and gardening are some of the other
ways of connecting with the earth.
They can all help us to be attentive to
where we are, both physically and
spiritually.

A third important thread concerns our
world, ‘moving into a different and
challenging future’ as a result of the
complex and threatening situation
brought about by our broken
relationship with the natural world.

Weaving these diverse strands into a
unity would seem to many a well-nigh
impossible task. Osborne has
succeeded in producing a rich and
readable narrative. Inevitably the
discussion sometimes includes past
as well as present situations.
Occasionally we might be left
uncertain of where we are in the
sequence of events. The milestones
and cross-references are there, but a
lapse in concentration could cause
one to miss them. 

To facilitate the division of the book
into themes, the thread that traces the
physical journey inevitably includes a
few twists and turns. For example, two
accounts are given of the traveller’s
arrival at the Tibetan Buddhist centre
at Eskdalemuir. The first relates to the
theme of compassion, the second to
faith. Both are relevant to the
occasion. Again, feelings of
disorientation may occur if one has
failed to observe the signposts
provided.

Osborne’s concluding summons is to
love, which is of course at the heart of
the Bible and the Christian tradition. I
take this to be the significance of the
book’s title – not that we ought to love
the future (whatever that would mean).
But as we face the unknown future,
God’s love should be foremost in our
hearts and minds.

Osborne expresses the hope that this
book may provide, not an escape, but
a shelter on our journeys, so that we
can continue refreshed on our way.
For this reviewer, that hope has been
fulfilled.

Keith Innes

Editor’s note: In addition to being a
journey narrative, this book is also a
resource containing materials for
personal reflection and group
discussion, pointers for further
reading, and practical suggestions.

Love Beyond Measure: a
spirituality of nonviolence
By Mary Lou Kownacki OSB
1993
Pax Christi USA
58 pages
(Available from Pax Christi, St Joseph’s,
Watford Way, Hendon, London N24 4TY,
£5 plus p&p)

Nonviolent Communication:
A Language of Life
By Marshall B. Rosenberg
2nd Edition 2003
PuddleDancer Press
240 pages
ISBN 978-1-8920-0503-8
Approx. £12

These are timeless books which I
include together because in my
experience they are complementary.
Rosenberg’s book has long provided me
with trusted company. Kownacki’s is a
recent discovery and for me a ‘pearl of
great price’. Kownacki is a Benedictine
nun with long experience of nonviolent
direct action. The basis of her approach
is expressed on p.4: ‘A spirituality of
nonviolence has something to do with
grasping fully the depth of God’s love.
So a good place to start the journey to
nonviolence is by exploring love of self
and the depth of God’s love for me.
Without a true love for oneself, any
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attempts at nonviolence easily become
clanging symbols and sounding gongs.’
In 58 pages she relates stories and
personal experiences which bring alive
‘the breadth and length and height and
depth of Christ’s love’ as expounded by
St Paul in Ephesians 3.17-19.

She reminds us of Gandhi’s statement
that his most formidable opponent ‘is a
man named Mohandas K. Gandhi. With
him, I seem to have very little influence.’
I imagine that few of us can say
otherwise about ourselves. Kownacki’s
spirituality comes across in her poetic
style of writing where her wisdom and
depth of experience reach out to the
reader. It is perhaps more accurate to
say ‘reach out to the participant’
because the second half of the book is
in the form of interactive exercises,
some of which posed questions which
took me to places where I hesitated to
go. For example, ‘What were the
circumstances the last time you came
face to face with the violence inside
yourself?’ While the exercises are
designed to be responded to by an
individual or a group, I imagine that the
group context would be even more
demanding – and potentially more
rewarding. 

The book ends with a ‘Vow of
Nonviolence’, which readers can choose
to take if they wish. It begins with
‘Recognising the violence in my own
heart, yet trusting in the goodness and
mercy of God, I vow for one year (or
other period) to practice the
nonviolence of Jesus …’

Rosenberg’s Nonviolent Communication
focuses upon the language we
habitually use. He believes that most
people live in what he calls a
‘domination culture’, a culture which
reflects the power structure of a
particular society, and that much of our
language in turn reflects this culture and
structure. Nonviolent Communication
(NVC) is based upon two principles,
namely to express oneself honestly and
to receive the other person
compassionately – a tall order for any
of us! He homes in on four dimensions
of relating, namely:
• accurate observation of the words

and actions of the people involved;
• the feelings and thoughts which

connect with their words and
actions;

• the needs and values which the
feelings relate to; and 

• any request which might be made to
oneself or to the other(s) in order to
meet these needs and values in
more satisfying ways. 

A constant question within this
framework is, ‘Can the people involved
find ways of relating which meet the
needs and values of all?’ Coming to this
as a man, I was certainly limited in
being literate with regard to feelings.
But I was even more illiterate with
regard to needs, if less so for values.
The realisation that there is an integral
link between feelings on the one hand
and needs and values on the other,
opened up a completely new dimension
to understanding myself and others. To
cut a long story short, when I found that
there was nothing in this book with
which I could argue, it seemed sensible
to try to learn some of it. What I hadn’t
bargained for is how something so
simple and clear could be so frustrating
and difficult – yet also, with the help
and support of others, incredibly
rewarding. Slowly I have learned that:
• My observations are often tainted by

my judgements of the other person
and/or myself.

• My feelings often operate outside
my awareness. 

• My needs and values are even more
often outside my awareness. 

• And my requests are often
influenced by judgements and fears,
and sometimes are so lacking in
specificity that they cannot result in
change.

Equally slowly, I have learned that if I
persevere in this process and face my
vulnerabilities and fears, more honesty
and compassion grow. The word ‘needs’
requires clarifying within a culture which
scarcely recognises how integral they
are to our humanity. While physical
needs like food, drink, shelter and
warmth are obvious, interpersonal and

community needs, like acceptance and
understanding are often less so. The
deeper needs (which might by some be
regarded as values) such as integrity,
honesty, trust, compassion and love,
may be overshadowed by our
materialist and individualist culture. This
last sentence makes clear that this
book reflects a spirituality which does
not fit with the dominant culture. While
what it contains isn’t expressed in
Christian terms, I believe it offers ways
of relating with others which
communicate the love and truth we are
called to. There is a particular
dimension of this NVC process which I
want to emphasise here. It is to do with
the receiving of empathy when we are
troubled. This often leads to
considerable clarity, relief and self-
acceptance. Both Kownacki and
Rosenberg regard this self-acceptance
as vital if we are truly to love and
accept others. I am reminded that
Jesus’ answer to the question ‘What is
the greatest commandment?’ contained
the phrase ‘love your neighbour as
yourself’. This reference to loving
ourselves does not fit easily with the
kind of Christianity within which I was
brought up. I am now grateful and
happy to believe that you and I are
beloved of God. 

Information about NVC can be obtained
from www.nvc-uk.com 

Phil Kingston

We reported Phil Kingston’s part in a
direct action protest in Bristol in the
last issue as part of Grandparents for
a Safe Earth. He is also a part of an
informal group of CEL members and
others who are discussing and
training for direct actions as a part of
their faith. The centre pages of GC75
featured this question and are still
available from the Editor.
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Hope in an Age of Despair:
The gospel and the future of
life on earth
By Jonathan Moo
and Robert White
June 2013
Inter-Varsity
Press
224 pages
ISBN 978-1-
84474-877-8
RRP £11.99
(paperback
and ebook)

This book was written out of the
conviction that ‘our view of the future can
and does have a profound effect on how
we engage with the present’ (p.19). The
authors worked together in Cambridge
on a project entitled ‘Hope for Creation’,
administered jointly by the Faraday
Institute (of which White is now the
director) and the Kirby Laing Institute for
Christian Ethics (KLICE). White, Professor
of Geophysics at the University of
Cambridge, was the director of this
project, with Moo as a postdoctoral
researcher before he took up a teaching
position in biblical studies at Whitworth
College, Seattle, in 2010.

The first (and shorter) half of the book
deals with the present environmental
crisis. It is written with the not-quite-
convinced reader in mind, and helpfully
leaves the discussion of global climate
change to a separate chapter, first
exploring such topics as biodiversity,
water, nitrogen, food and land use. They
write in a way that is winsome,
authoritative and persuasive, making it
clear that ‘that there is in fact plenty of
cause for concern’ (p.15).

Their ‘task in the second half of this
book is to reflect on just what difference
it makes to how we respond to the
environmental challenges facing us if we
take seriously the picture of the future
that Scripture paints for us’ (p.17). The
Christian doctrine of the future is often a
subject of controversy, and ‘there is
plenty of evidence that some versions of
future expectation do in fact lead to
present neglect’ (p.90). Nonetheless, the
authors tackle the subject head on,
refusing to ‘ignore what … Scripture
says about the ways in which creation
itself is caught up in the drama of fall
and redemption’.

In looking at the biblical doctrine of the
future and its implications for creation

Join Now
If you wish to become a member of Christian
Ecology Link or subscribe to Green Christian,
please fill in this form and send with your
remittance to: 
CEL Membership, Richard and Nicky Kierton,
Flat 1, 31 St James Terrace, Buxton SK17 6HS

Please tick:

Standard Membership £18 
Concessionary Rate (low income) £10
Joint/Family/Corporate £28
Green Christian only £11
Church Membership (recommended) £25

Name

Address

Postcode
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care, Moo and White focus on four key
New Testament passages, devoting one
chapter to each. First, ‘Romans 8 makes
it clear that this very same creation that
is groaning now has a future in God’s
ultimate purposes’ (p.123). Next, 2 Peter
3, rightly understood, speaks not of the
‘dissolution of the world into non-
existence’ (p.134), but of the
catastrophic transformation it will
undergo when evil and injustice are finally
dealt with. Third, Jesus himself in Luke
12 exhorts us to be ready for the
coming of the Son of Man, and in the
light of that coming to live lives not of
fear, but of love, stewardship and hope.
Finally, in Revelation we get a glimpse of
the renewal of all things. God’s good
purposes for this world will most
certainly be fulfilled. This promise acts
as the strongest antidote to despair.

I was hoping for a reassuring promise
that the environmental crisis will quickly
be resolved. But no such easy answers
are provided. ‘Our sure and certain hope
in the resurrection and the new creation
does not keep us from weeping while we
yet live in a world of wounds. Only in the
new heaven and the new earth will our
tears be wiped away, once and for all, by
God himself’ (p.191f.).

Anthony Smith

You remember when Jesus said, “Woe to
you who are rich now…” (Luke 6,24)?
Some Christians would finish that off, “…
because you are filthy sinners.” Jesus
would never have said that, but, in
effect, “…because you have your
kingdom already, and therefore are
impervious to what God is really doing.”
Now I think that “kingdom” is the

At a recent meeting of Cheltenham
CEL, Father Tom Cullinan shared
some thoughts about what it means
to be a Christian today. For some 30
years, Tom has lived – simply and as
near as possible self-sufficiently – as
a monk priest near Liverpool. His
books include 'If the Eye be Sound'
(St Pauls Publishing) and 'The Passion
of Political Love' (Sheed & Ward ).
Here’s a tiny snippet of what Father
Tom said that evening. It seems to
me it resonates with the theme of
this issue.               

Editor
The full text of Fr. Cullinan’s talk is
available on the website:
http://www.greenchristian.org.uk/arc
hives/6171

tendency for anybody who is gifted,
powerful, influential, to create a language
of interpretation which becomes self-
justifying. You see it today in the top
echelons of our banking and business
worlds, when they’re talking about
executives’ salaries – or what’s paid to
sportsmen and women. It might be a
very simplistic self-justifying (“Well, if
everybody else does, we have to as
well…”), or it might be slightly more
sophisticated (“But (s)he’s worth that to
the company…”). 
You can generate all sorts of well-
intended language to justify things, which
– if you stand back and look at it from
the point of view of the social order as a
whole, and not just that world – everyone
knows is nonsense. And what Jesus was
saying is, “You may think there’s no
alternative, but there is.” I think it’s what
Paul really meant by saying (I Cor 4, 10)
that we’ve got to learn to be fools for
Christ’s sake – not fitting the norms and
the language and the accepted things of
our society; not just going along with
things; but allowing the still, small voice
of wisdom to stand us back and make
us say what’s really happening. 
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PRAYER

God is with you

And also with you

Lift up your hearts

They are lifted up in sacred
celebration

Let us give thanks

It is right and good to offer thanks

Holy is this cosmos, whirling,
expanding, living, dying
Yearning for abundance and freedom,
Imperfect holiness, reaching for a
promise of wholeness,
Yet always, already a perfect reflection
of Spirit.

We come to this table,
Awe-struck creatures,
Conscious that as we take bread
and cup
The whole cosmos – gathered up in
us –
Journeys with us, and in us
Into the sanctifying heart and mind
of Christ.

As we are dignified in receiving the life
of Christ,
O spirit of our Living God
So all of creation is lifted up into the
heart of the Holy.
We bring to our table our kin:
The bacteria and the lichen,

The moss of forest floors
The flora and fauna,
The gilled ones of the sea,
And the feathered ones of the air,
We bring the crawling creatures
And furry animals.

On their behalf, imbued by their
natural wisdom,
We come to the table of the Christ,
The one who was in the beginning
with you
As sacred creative principle,
The one who is now the love that
fills the cosmos
The one who will always be
The perfection that allures us
from the dream of the future

We join in the canticle of the
cosmos:
Holy, Holy, Holy God
Heaven and earth are full of your
glory.

By the sacrifice of a supernova,
Earth was planted with seeds of the
future:
By the sacrifice of our sun,
Earth flowered forth.
By the sacrifice of Jesus –

Star child,
Earth’s progeny
Son of Mary and Joseph –
A new creation was born.

In his book, If Darwin Prayed: prayers for Evolutionary
Mystics, Bruce Sanguin writes that his collection of prayers
is his way of ‘listening to the whispering of the angels of
Canadian memorial United Church in Vancouver, British
Columbia’. He goes on referring to the members of their
local neighbourhood who come to the church. These savvy
visitors pay attention to the language of the prayers and the
cosmology reflected in the hymns. If these prayers reflect a
three-tiered universe (hell below, Earth and heaven above)
with a mythical God living outside the universe, intervening
every now and then to straighten us out and then return to
an extra-cosmic throne, it’s not likely we’ll see them again.
He offers the many earthy, yet cosmic prayers, both
scriptural but poetic, scientific, yet spiritually inspiring with a
spirit of generosity saying ‘please free to expand them using
words that are relevant for your context. Please feel free to
use these prayers in any way that works for you’.

In that spirit I made some changes to the following
communion prayer (p.187 of Bruce Sanguin’s book) for the
CEL members to use as part of the protest against fracking
at Balcombe.

Chris Walton 

In Christ Incarnate,
A second fireball flared forth,
The radiant potential of love,
forgiveness and compassion.
We are carried in the draft of this
explosive event
Toward a future that needs us in order
to emerge 
The kin-dom of God.

We fall silent before this mystery,
And our place in it.

(Silence)

We offer ourselves
Body, blood, heart and mind
For this day and age
And take out place
In this great sacrificial procession
of life.
We pour ourselves out
That all of creation may continue its
great pilgrimage
Into the heart of Christ,
Who was, and is and always shall
be.

Our beloved
Our Unifying principle
Flesh of our flesh, Mind of our
mind, Heart of our hearts
And Soul of our souls.

Amen



‘Just Food’
An ecocell workshop on Food

Upper Vestry Hall, St George’s Church, 
6 Little Russell Street,

London WC1A 2HR 
(near the British Museum)

Saturday 18 January, 2014
11am to 4.30pm

Keynote speaker: Prof Tim Lang
(President of Garden Organic and Professor of

food policy at City University)

This workshop is open to all-comers interested in
discussing food within an environmental and faith-
inspired context. More information on
www.greenchristian.org.uk

Cost: Free -- but donations on day welcome.
Booking is essential as space is limited. Deadline for
receiving bookings is Saturday 11 January 2014.

To book a place email or phone Tony Emerson 
E: tony.emerson12@btopenworld.com 
T: 020 8769 4078 

CEL Day Conference in partnership with A Rocha and SPEAK

Carrs Lane Centre, Birmingham (close to Birmingham New Street)
11am to 5pm Saturday 29 March, 2014

Keynote speaker: Dan O’Neill
Lecturer in ecological economics at the University of Leeds; and chief economist at the Center 

for the Advancement of the Steady State Economy (CASSE).  

Economic growth has turned toxic – but there really is an alternative. Christians have a 
responsibility to be at the cutting edge of change. What might a genuinely sustainable economy 

look like? And how can the Churches make it happen? Join us to map out the journey to a 
happier, healthier, and holier world.

For more information about the Joy in Enough initiative contact: Tony Emerson  E: tony.emerson12@btopenworld.com  T: 020 8769 4078

Joy in
enough

awakening to a
new economics


